Preferences of patients and health professionals for route and frequency of administration of biologic agents in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis
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Objectives: To examine the preferences of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients and health professionals (HPs) for the route and frequency of administration of biologic drugs.

Methods: One hundred and seven RA patients treated with biological agents for intravenous or subcutaneous use, 35 biologic-naïve RA patients treated with a disease-modifying antirheumatic drug and 30 rheumatology HPs (physicians and nurses) were recruited from two outpatient clinics in Copenhagen, Denmark. All subjects filled out a questionnaire interrogating their choice of preferred route and frequency of administration of a biologic corresponding to current available options, given that effects, adverse effects, and financial costs were identical for the different choices. The subjects were also asked to justify their preferences.

Results: Forty-one patients were currently treated with subcutaneous self-injections at home (SCH) and 66 intravenously at the clinic (IVC). IVC was preferred by 85% of patients currently treated with IVC ($P<0.0001$). SCH was preferred by 71% of patients currently treated with SCH ($P<0.001$), and by 77% of the biologic-naïve patients ($P<0.01$), and by 87% of HPs ($P<0.0001$). The proportion of patients favoring SCH was significantly higher for patients currently receiving SCH and for biologic-naïve RA patients than for those currently on IVC ($P<0.0001$). SCH once a month and IVC every 8 weeks were the most appealing treatment frequencies ($P<0.01$).

The most frequent reason among patients for choosing IVC or SCH was a wish for safety, and a wish to minimize the time of transportation and treatment, respectively.

Conclusion: The majority of RA patients treated with biologics preferred their current route of administration. Most patients, those inexperienced with biologics, and HPs favored SCH. Low treatment frequencies were generally preferred.
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Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) affects approximately 1% of the population and is associated with increased morbidity and mortality. The main treatment goals include control over pain and inflammation, delaying the progression of bony erosions, and improving functional capacity. Treatment options have expanded significantly since the introduction of the biologic therapies 15 years ago, and several biologic agents are now available for subcutaneous or intravenous use. The frequency of administration depends on the specific biologic agent, but several options are available. The American College of Rheumatology and the European League Against Rheumatism have published...
recommendations for the initiation of disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDS) and biological agents for the treatment of RA. These recommendations include algorithms based on the efficacy of current treatment, the presence of poor prognostic factors (eg, positive anti-citrullinated peptide antibody and radiologic joint damage), and the level of disease activity.\textsuperscript{3,6} However, as the efficacy and toxicity of the biological agents seems to be comparable in RA,\textsuperscript{7,8} as the route of administration may affect the adherence to the therapeutic regimen,\textsuperscript{9} and as patient and physician drug preferences may differ,\textsuperscript{10–13} it could be argued that priority should be given to the patient’s choice of treatment. This would also be in agreement with guidelines recommending the involvement of RA patients in decision making\textsuperscript{14} and outcome assessment.\textsuperscript{15} Furthermore, the increasing pressure from society to involve patients in decisions about their own care emphasizes the need for studies on patient preference and adherence. In this context, the potential impact of attitudes among rheumatology health professionals (HPs) to available treatment options on patient preferences within the field of RA also needs further investigation. The data on the preferences of RA patients for the route and frequency of administration of biological agents are very limited but do indicate that subcutaneous treatment may be preferred.\textsuperscript{16–18} The preferences of rheumatology HPs have not been examined.

The objectives of the present study were 1) to examine the preferences of biologic-naïve and non-naïve RA patients for the route and frequency of administration of biologic agents, and 2) to evaluate the same preferences of rheumatology HPs when considering their own need for treatment.

Methods
Participants
One hundred and seven consecutive RA patients treated with infliximab, abatacept, or tocilizumab (intravenously administered), or by etanercept or adalimumab (subcutaneously administered), and 35 consecutive biologic-naïve RA patients treated with synthetic DMARDS (administered orally) (referred to as the “DMARD patients”) for at least 6 months were recruited from two university outpatient clinics in Copenhagen serving urban rheumatology patients. Patients treated intravenously once a year (with rituximab) or subcutaneously once a month (with golimumab) were not included as the number of patients was considered too low. Thirty rheumatology HPs (rheumatologists and nurses) from the same outpatient clinics also volunteered to participate. Improved consent was obtained from all participants. According to the scientific ethics committee for Copenhagen, ethics approval was not required for this type of study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 1983.

Questionnaire
A paper and pencil questionnaire was designed specifically for use in the present study as no usable questionnaire was found in the literature. The questionnaire was self-explanatory and included easily understood user instructions. This allowed self-administration with only a minimum need for verbal instructions. All subjects filled out the questionnaire interrogating their choice of the preferred route and frequency of administration of a nameless biological agent corresponding to the currently available options (except for the twice a week frequency), given the premise that the effects, adverse effects and financial costs were identical for the different choices. The HPs were asked to answer the questionnaire as though they themselves were to be treated as patients with RA. The questionnaire was to be completed within 15 minutes, at the outpatient clinic, without any interference from HPs or colleagues.

The questionnaire consisted of three parts. In the first part, the participants were asked to choose one of the following options for the route and frequency of administration: intravenous infusion at the outpatient clinic (IVC) every 8 weeks; IVC every 4 weeks; two IVC, 2 weeks apart, once a year; subcutaneous self-injection at home (SCH) once a week; SCH every other week; SCH once a month; and SCH with the help of a home nurse once a week, every other week, or once a month. In the second part of the questionnaire, the participants were asked to justify their preference by choosing one or more of the following statements: “more easy to manage”; “more safe to get an infusion at the hospital”; “more comfortable with self-injections at home”; “appreciate the social contact at the hospital”; “dislike hospitals”; and “wish to minimize time of transportation and treatment” and if “yes”, “because of functional impairment.” In the third section, participants were asked to write down the transportation time to the hospital.

Statistics
The data are presented as the numbers and proportions and by the mean ± standard deviation (SD) or the median (range). The chi-square goodness-of-fit test was used to test whether the observations were uniformly distributed over the different preferences. The proportions were compared using Fisher’s exact test. The continuous variables were compared using Student’s t-test for unpaired data. The calculations were performed using the software package SPSS/PC+ Statistics V. 4.01 (SPSS, Inc,
Chicago, IL, USA). Two-tailed P-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
The mean age ± SD was 57±14 years for all patients, was 56±14 years for the patients treated with a biological agent, and was 53±14 years for the DMARD patients (difference not significant [NS]). The mean age of the HPs was 49±9 years (P<0.05, when compared with each of the two patient groups). Seventy-seven percent of the patients and 73% of the HPs were women (NS). The mean transportation time to hospital was 35±33 (median 30, range 0–300) minutes for all participants. Forty-one patients were currently treated with adalimumab or etanercept (SCH) and 66 with infliximab, tocilizumab, or abatacept (IVC). Eighty-two percent of patients currently treated with SCH had previously been on IVC treatment. Fifteen percent of those treated with IVC had previously been on SCH.

Fifty percent (54/107) of the patients treated with a biologic agent reported preferring SCH treatment, and 50% preferred IVC (53/107) (NS). Of those patients already treated with IVC, 85% preferred IVC treatment (P<0.0001). SCH was preferred by 71% of patients currently treated with SCH (P<0.001), by 77% of the DMARD patients (P<0.01), and by 87% of HPs (P<0.0001). The proportion favoring IVC was significantly higher for patients currently receiving IVC than for patients on SCH or DMARDs and HPs (P<0.0001). The priorities for the route of administration for patients currently treated with SCH, IVC, or only DMARDs and for HPs are shown in detail in Figure 1, together with the results of the comparisons of the proportions. The HPs had a shorter transportation time than did the patients (21±10 versus 37±36 minutes) (P<0.05). The transportation time was similar for patients preferring IVC and SCH, (38±43 versus 37±28 minutes, respectively) (NS). Age was also similar for these two patient groups (56±14 versus 55±14 years) (NS).

Among the patients who reported a preference for IVC treatment (n=62), 15% preferred IVC with the shortest possible frequency, once a month; 51% favored infusion every 8 weeks; and 34% favored two infusions, once a year (P<0.01 when comparing the proportions). Of the patients who preferred SCH treatment (n=80), 53% chose the longest possible treatment interval, once a month; 32% chose injection once every 2 weeks; and 15% chose injection once a week (P<0.001 when comparing the proportions). Eighteen percent of the patients favoring SCH reported preferring a home nurse to

Figure 1 Number of patients and HPs preferring SCH or IVC.
Note: Patients are categorized according to the current mode of treatment administration.
Abbreviations: DMARD, disease modifying antirheumatic drug; HP, health professional; IVC, intravenous infusion at the outpatient clinic; NS, not significant; SCH, subcutaneous injection at home.
give the injection if possible; in this subgroup, 93% preferred an injection, with a frequency of once a month.

Analyzing the subgroup of biologic-naïve (DMARD) patients preferring SCH (n=27), 67% (n=18) were found to favor injections given with a frequency of once a month and 33% (n=9) with a frequency of once a week or every second week (P=0.08); of these patients, 37% preferred a home nurse to give the injection, if possible. Eight of the DMARD patients reported a preference for IVC; none of these favored infusion once a month, 75% favored infusion only twice once a year, and 25% favored infusion once every 8 weeks (NS).

Twenty-six of the 30 HPs preferred SCH treatment (P<0.0001). Seventy-seven percent of these preferred injection only once a month (P<0.01; when compared to injection once weekly and every 2 weeks). All four HPs choosing IVC preferred infusion twice once a year.

The most frequent reason among patients as whole for choosing IVC treatment was “more safe” (65%), followed by “easy to manage” (50%). The two most frequent reasons for choosing SCH treatment were “minimize time of transportation and treatment” (63%) and “more easy to manage” (43%). The same pattern of reasons for choosing SCH or IVC was found for patients currently on biologics and for patients currently on DMARDs. The reasons for patients’ preference for the route of administration are given in more detail for the total number of patients on biologics and DMARDs, respectively, in Table 1. The most frequent reason for choosing SCH among HPs was “comfortable with self-injections at home” (85%) and “time for transportation and treatment” (65%).

### Discussion

The treatment options for patients with RA continue to expand, creating opportunities for improved outcomes, such as decreased pain, less disability, and decreased mortality. However, with the introduction of biologics, patients as well as physicians are faced with increasingly complex decisions about how and when a medication should be initiated and continued. At the same time, there is an urgent need to provide patients with individualized treatment strategies and to enable patient participation in shared medical decision making.19,20

Understanding patient needs provides the physician with the basis for the right therapeutic choice.21–23 Thus, assessing patient preferences for the route and frequency of medication administration in RA is a necessary step toward improving outcomes, by ensuring satisfaction and adherence. While the efficacy of the biologics has not been strictly evaluated in head to head trials, their route and frequency of administration differs and may play a role in decision-making for patients with RA.24 Financial costs and regional reimbursement regulations may also influence patients’ and HPs’ choice of treatment, but the present study was not aimed to study the importance of these aspects.

Our study is unique as it examined the preferences of patients who were both inexperienced and experienced with biologic treatment as well as preferences among rheumatology HPs. As a whole, the patients preferred SCH. This was particularly the case for the DMARD patients, who were naïve to biological treatment, and for those currently treated with SCH. Almost three-quarters of the patients currently treated with IVC preferred IVC. The fact that the majority of patients treated with SCH had prior experience with IVC demonstrates that SCH may turn out to be acceptable also for a large proportion of those patients currently treated with and preferring IVC. As regards to these patients, all had stopped IVC treatment due to lack of efficacy or side effects and had switched to an SCH treatment according to the current guideline of the department, without any specific focus on patient preferences for the route and frequency of administration. It is also noteworthy that only a minority of the patients favoring IVC preferred the shortest possible treatment interval, one month. On the other hand, one-third of patients favoring IVC were prepared to receive the infusions with the longest possible treatment interval, once a year, despite the fact that none of the patients were experienced with this regimen. Likewise, all of the patients currently treated with and favoring SCH were injected twice a week, every week (etanercept) or every other week (adalimumab), but the majority of these patients reported a preference for injections only once a month.
These preferences for the type and frequency of administration demonstrate that patients already treated with a biologic may be rather conservative regarding the route of administration but may find a lower frequency of treatment more attractive. The longest possible interval between injections was also the most appealing choice for most of the DMARD patients, who were naïve to biological treatment.

The preferences for IVC and SCH showed that similar motives may lead to different choices. Approximately 50% of those preferring IVC and 40% of those preferring SCH felt that their choice of administration was the easiest to manage. However, different patient preferences were also characterized by different motives. A wish to minimize the time associated with treatment was far more often the reason for choosing SCH and the safety issue more often the reason for preferring IVC. The urban patients participating in the study were characterized by having a rather short travel time to the hospital, only 35 minutes on the average, with a narrow range except for some outliers. There was no difference in preference between the patients with the longest and shortest travel times, but it is reasonable to assume that longer travel times in other patient populations may possibly motivate more patients to choose SCH or alternatively, two infusions of IVC, once a year.

The results of the present study are in keeping with previous limited data. Using a questionnaire, Scarpato et al investigated the determinants of preference for the route of administration of anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) agents, in 802 anti-TNF-naïve patients with RA who were distributed nationwide in Italy. In that study, 98% were treated with traditional synthetic DMARDs. The researchers found that the intravenous and subcutaneous routes of administration were both preferred by 50%. The reasons given for the choice of intravenous administration were the safety of treatment at the hospital and the reassuring effect of the physician presence. The subcutaneous administration was chosen for the convenience of treatment and in particular of home treatment. In a study from the UK, subcutaneous or intramuscular administration was preferred over intravenous treatment by 82% of patients treated with synthetic DMARDs and by 65% of those treated with anti-TNF agents. The majority of subjects also preferred administration of the therapy at home. The preferences of the patients on anti-TNF therapy corresponded with the route and frequency of administration of the drug they were currently taking, suggesting they were satisfied with their treatment. In another study from UK, a questionnaire was sent to 200 subjects who were on combination DMARD therapy. Of the 56% who responded, 48% preferred self-injection versus 30% who did not, and 22% were unsure. A total of 41% preferred the rheumatologist to decide, reflecting that the opinion of the rheumatologist is of importance for many patients.

In any assessment of patient preference in the daily clinic, it is essential that patients have been fully informed of the risks and benefits, and of the route and frequency of administration of a particular treatment. Another important factor for effective, informed decision-making is trust in the physician since trust has been shown to have a greater effect on the patient’s confidence in a DMARD decision than his or her DMARD-specific knowledge, disease-related factors, or demographics. However, clinicians are not always in a position to advise patients about treatment options based on what they would accept for themselves. At the same time physician preference has been shown to be an important determinant of patients’ receipt of biological therapy. In the present study, the attitudes of rheumatologists and rheumatology nurses to route of administration and frequency of biologic treatment were examined for the first time. Furthermore, the results of the study may be particularly interesting in that it investigated these HPs’ decisions regarding their own health care rather than what they would choose for their patients. A very positive attitude to the use of SCH with the longest possible interval between injections was demonstrated, although transportation time to the hospital was short. The HPs were slightly younger than the patients (49 versus 57 years). It has been reported that younger patients may prefer subcutaneous over intravenous therapy, but it is difficult to believe that age added significantly to the preference for SCH among HPs, especially as the patients preferring SCH and IVC had the same age. More likely, the HPs preferences were a reflection of their professional insight and confidence in their ability to self-manage treatment. The preferences of the HPs corresponded, by and large, to the preferences of the patients treated with DMARDs, who were inexperienced with biologics, and to the preferences of the patients currently treated with SCH. On the other hand, a large proportion of the patients currently treated with IVC were satisfied and comfortable with this mode of administration. Thus, clinicians should be aware that some patients with RA may have other needs for care and may have other preferences than they would have themselves. However, it should also be noted that when biologic treatment has been initiated and proves to be effective, the treatment will not be changed in order to meet the patients’ preference for another route or frequency of administration as switching may result in a poorer response. In the ideal world, however, the preferences of patients who are naïve to biological treatment and of patients with treatment failure should be taken into consideration before choosing
a specific biologic agent and thereby, route and frequency of administration. Unfortunately for the patients, economic aspects may be the final determinant of treatment choice in many parts of the world.

The study has some limitations. The study population was relatively small, and patients were selected consecutively and not randomly. A larger sample would have allowed for a more detailed analysis of the subgroups, but it is difficult to believe that the sample was not representative of the patients and HPs in the capital region of Denmark. The patients’ preferences of administration route and frequency may have been influenced by bad or good experience with current or previous treatments. However, conversely, it could be argued that experience with both IVC and SCH treatments resulted in more qualified preferences. In general, concerns regarding efficacy, side effects and financial burden may and should influence the choice of treatment. In Denmark, biological treatment is fully reimbursed by the state and the patients have no financial obligations. In any event, it was strongly pointed out to the participants that the effects, adverse effects, and financial costs should be considered identical for the different choices. Whatever the reason for preference, it would still be worthwhile to note that patients in general, were satisfied with the current administration. In Denmark, the administration of biological treatment by a home nurse is freely offered to patients who have psychological or physical self-injection difficulties. This is not a realistic option in many other countries. The study design (questionnaire survey) did not allow for the systematic assessment of time-related disease activity, and reliable data on disease duration were not available in all cases. Hypothetically, the disease activity itself and disease duration may influence preferences for route and frequency of treatment in RA, although data on this issue are not available in the literature. Other parameters related to the patients, the disease, or the treatment, such as age, gender, and duration of current treatment, may also play a role in preference but were either not collected or were too complex to analyze in a meaningful way.

In conclusion, the majority of urban RA patients treated with biologics preferred their current route of administration but reported a preference for a lower treatment frequency. The majority of patients not currently treated with a biologic and the HPs in rheumatology favored SCH over IVC with a low treatment frequency. Safety issues were important to patients who preferred IVC.
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